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ABSTRACT
This paper details the unfavorable predicament of the

United States as a consequence'of using much at its own non-renewable
material and energy resources: As a consequence, the United States
will soon be subject to the political and economic conditions imposed
upon it by other nations. The United States must begin to implement
adjustments to the new resource realities. Fundamental changes in
American institutions are necessary and can offer the quickest,
longest lasting, and most effective ways to move to a more viable
quality of life. Old problems that the United, States teas' long
ignored, such as population, trade, equity, and resources, are
discussed. The values,' alternative technologies, professional
services, and changes necessary to develop a culture that can endure
are detailed. A list of additional-relevant sources is included.
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Becoming Slaves to Energy

"There is enough fori everyone's needs,
but never enough foi-. anyone's greeds."

t.

There is no longer any doubt that ourage of afflu ce

based upon depletion of our planet's non-renewable ene y and
-,-.material resources is at anend and that MAJOR change must be

made in every aspect of our lives. We have allowed ur populations'

to rise above what can be sustained without massive injections

of rapidly depleting fossil fuel energy. Our cou ry, in particular,

has used up much of its own 'non-renewable materi and energy

resources and has come to depend upon consumptio of the resources

of other countries at a prodigious rate. Ameri ans currently
consume more than a third of the entire world' production of

oil, and must import nearly 100% of Many "ess ntial" materials.

\Such patterns and levels of resource use can of be continued

either physically or politically, as ether untries require'

more of theintown resources and realie the, absurdity of; allowing .

us to consume "their irreplaceable sou ce..ot wealth merely to

support an unnecessarily wasteful way of life.

1

Plentiful 'redources have given us wealth in'more than a

metaphorical sense. We have prided ourselves on our affluence,
believing that it has been brought about because of our hard wor.k,

and ingenuity. In reality, those att 4utes,occur in every society,

and our wealth is almost entirely bas d upon our intensive use

of energy and materialrdsources.

Beneath all the hocus-pocus of our monetary system, our

true wealth is the quality ofjife available to us in return

for our work. Our recent affluence'has been possible because

of the great amounts Of work done for lus by fossil fuels, which
until recently have required very little of our actual work

to obtain. For one unit of our work we have been able to obta n

50 unit. of work done for us by. fossil. fuels. We have been

using approximately 10.,percent of:our work to obtain such en rgy,

which means'that_fossil fuel's have had the effect of tempor
increasing our total ability tciclip work by almoSt six time
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The low cost to us of energy-work has also made possible
our massive exploitation of the work of people without "energy-
slaves". They have had to compete with their own work against
the,cheap, work of our fossil fuels, thus lowering the return
for their work to the'pittance we have had to Pay for fossil fuels
to do equal work. It is this ability to do work, the power
it has given is to exploit the work of others, and our rapid
consumption of material resources on a global basis that has
temporarily given us much greater wealth than other societies'.

TheSe energy and material resources that have supported
our wealth'are being rapidly exhausted on a global basis, and
the remaining reserves are requiring increasing amounts of.our
work to obtain. We have assumed that these lower grade energy
reserves would become-economically developabler^as richer, lower
cost sources were exhausted. We have ignored, however, that our
ability to, afford any significant use of such expensive energy
sources is dependent upon our wealth generated from inexpensive
energy sources, and as, inexpensive reserves are exhauSted, we will
become increasingly less able to afford more expensive ones.

Global population 'is still increasing beyond what -can be
sustained and is making greater demands for those increasingly
limited resources. At the same time, political actions are
being taken to slow the rate of depletion of these resources and
to assure longer benefit from their use, decreasing further their
current availability. These events make our continued,dependence
upon.these vanishing resources impossible, and require that,we
move to'the use of renewable resources such as solar energy,
agriculture, and human work, and to the lower' levels of activity
they can support.

This is a fundamental and permanent change in our condition
that even our wildest dreams of fusion power and unlimited energy
cannot alter. Eyen if such dreams would prove.technically'possible,,
they would only move the timetable back a few years until we have
to meet the same unrealities -of infinite growth .in a finite world
with a larger population and clbser to the absolute limits of
our'planet. We must face the realities that any attempts to,
sustain our gtowth, or even to maintain our. style of life without

basic changes will result in a steady,'if not catastrophic, worsening
of our quality of life.

YOU CAN'T COMPETE WITH UNCLE OIL

Events are aliear underway which will In a very few years
transforth the United Staes_from one of the richest and most
powerful nations on earth into an of the weakest and most'dependent --
unless fundamental changes-are made in o economic and social
processes.
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EconoMic and political independenCe and health cannot be

maintained when we are dependent upon other people for the energy
and resources to operate our society. 0We are wastefully exhausting
our domestic energy andnaterial resources and are attempting
to'embark on a more concentrated attempt to rapidly exhaust them
in the name of "Independence". At the same time, we have built
up aA(tructure of cities, agricultural and industrial production,
educatioh, and professional services that require the importation
of massive amounts of energy and materials to operate.

Rapid exhaustion of our domestic resources will make us
totally dependent upon the resources of other nations -- available
only on their political and economic conditions, if available
at all. Even if those nations were willing to supply us with
energy and materials, we would not be able either to afford
them or to remain competitive with them because of our overcomplex'
and eApensive industrial and agricultural processes, institutions,
and physical structure. And even if we are able to convert
our countryto operation under its income energy and stock, of
available materials and thus become eTiTeTendent of direct foreign
power, the availability of low cost energy and'material-resources
in other countries means that they will have the same absolute
advantage over us in economic trade that we have enjoyed over
other countries in the last century. We have incontrovertibly
proven that goods produced without inexpensive energy sources
cannot compete with those that are, and that such a contest
spells economic and cultural ruin and exploitation for countries
that try. Now we will be on the bad end of that relationship
unless we can establish the controls on trade that we have '
prevented other countries from establishing when we had the power
surplus.

CHANGING POSSIBILITIES

Plentiful resources have until recently freed us from having
to judge -- from the need for the wisdom or ethical strength to
say, "This will not be good for us". . Having the ability to mask
the symptoms and effects of unwise actions, to rebuild structure
cheaply, and to introduce exotic sources Of materials and energy,
has permitted us to trY anything that held the promiSe of
immediate benefit -- or just be possible -- regardless of its
eventual cost or damage. This has had a positive aspect, for
it has given us an opportunity to test our ethical and moral
wisdom no holds barred and throughour mistakes td tome to
a deeper and more fundamental basis for the choices we learn to
be right.

It has allowed us to explore new kinds of technologies,
social and political organization, and assumptions about our
world. From testing our past assumptions, and through being able

a
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to repeat all the evolutionary dead ends that nature has already
abandoned, we have the opportunity to come to a closer understanding
of the real possibilitieS and limitations of our world. Such under-
standing can give: us greater and more precisely,defined freedom
and more thorough and precise understanding of what we can and
should do and not do. The closer we can move our arbitrary
human laws to the.realities of-natural law, the less arbitrary
and more meaningful they become, and less,is required to enforce
and sustain them. Within natural law is total freedom, for it ,

defines' the realities through which we must move.

Such a period of testing is always limited, and is coming
to an end today as the inexpensive energy to support such
experimentation is becoming less available,"and,as the externalized.
and deferred costs Of the ways we have experimented with are
becoming visible and unaffordable at 'increasingly rapid rates.
This is forcing us asindividuals and as.a society to develop
and choose values,. to develop ways of living, Working, relating,
and feeling which offer greatest benefit to our survival and
well-being, and to develop the moral discipline to sustain such Ways.

Value judgements seem ephemeral when considered beside
profit and loss statements, Yet profit and loss statements hold
little meaning when viewed from the next generation, or when
viewed beside the loss of the irieplaceable physical realities
upon which the continuing support of our lives must depend.
Values are really a complex and compact depository of survival
wisdom .-- expressions of those feelings, attitudes, actions,
and relationships we have found to be most essential and supportiVe
of.our continuing well being within certain ranges of physical
realities. Those values.become touchstones from which we determine
ways of dealing with specific situations. Under conditions when
growth and great wealth is possible, our values and the actions
arising out of them shift to take best advantage of that possibility.
When material growth is no longer possible or desirable, our
values and actions must again adjust to harmonize with those
new realities.

Our present/assumptions reflect conditions of plenty and
promises of continued and even greater plenty. Inexpensive
energy has been available to multiply the.effect of our work
and make our dkeams more easily achieveable. Natural resources
have been plentiful arid easily obtained. Our population has
been relatively small in comparison to these resources, and
human resources thus in relatively short supply.

We have believed that human work could and should be
replaced by machines, and that such changes would contribute to
our well being'. We have considered that enlargement of our ,

material wealth offered the primaryif not sole means to improve
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our quality of life to the point of equating measurement
our material productive capabilities with quality of life.

The novelty and excitement of our new abilities to materially
change the conditions of our lives through massive use of resources
has made evaluation of such actions difficult. Inexperience
with the effects of such profoundly different technologies has
until recently made such evaluation impossible and reasonable
control unattainable.

We have shown little concern about the economic and social
effedts of our actions upon each other and even less upon

peo001lvf other cultures. We assumed that such problems would
be resolved through greater production of goods and services,
or were unimportant because of our relatively great material
wealth and assumed equity of opportunity for everyone. We also

have had great confidence that the apparently powerful tools
of, our sciences-dand technology could apply and have as positive
an effect on other aspects of our lives as they have on, our

material well-being. We have felt that we could beneficially
institutionalize our individual-responsibilities for caring

for ourselves and others, for seeing to our health, education,
and safety, and for seeing to the effects of our actions.

Such assumptions have proven wrong.,
,

We have plunged headlong for more tnan,half a century
into development of a technological direction-unprecedentAl on
this planet, and pre now finding that its direction is
unsustainable, its effects undesirable,' and its replacement
necessary if we are to ensure the soundness, stability, and
permanence of our society, our individual freedom and opportunity
for personal growth, and the overall health and well-being of

our society.

FREEDOM IS ALWAYS POSSIBLE

,flew' assumptions about what we are and what we wish to
accomplish are needed. New.perAptions on how our_ institutions
actually operate, how they ge-ed to operate under our new
conditions,'"and what changes need to be made must be established,
and the steps that must be taken to adjust our values and
institutions to what will be required of them Must be laid out

so we can begin changes. The critical actionsthat must be
.taken.are for, and it is inherent in their nature that they must
be made on local or regional levels, though timely action on
,national or international level could speed and assist the changes.

A ON.
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.Our dependence on massive resource use has ben so total
r

that most Americans cannot conceive of operating on as little .i

as one third the energy we use -- though quite civilized countries
,

such as New Zealand, twitzerland,' Japan, and F'ianc4 doso quite
well. It remaiis totalij\uncomprehensible.,to us that a society"

can operatd adequately orlteh, five, or even one percent of
the energy and wealth that we demand, yet hundreds of millions
of people do so. and have always done so.. Ironically, our-
inefTective use of eciergy, the improvident ends to ,which we

have Limed it, and the increasing inefficiency of our institutions
has resulted in our quality of fife'actually becoming in maly
ways lower than that of .other nations consuming only a,fracion
of the energy we do, and having, by our standaro, considerably
less wealth. Our health standards, the quality'oi our surroundings,
the use of our time, the efficiency of our industry have all, -

fallen below that of many other countries.
,

We know. that gbod and viable societies can exist with much
less bountiful resources and wealth thanour-own, and have
considerable precedent and experien e to examine and build

I

upon in development of more sound o,ganization and directio
for our society. The experience of traditional societies, o
the currentkdevelopMent directions that sd-V-eral,"underdeveloped" _

countries such as China and Tanzania.have.chosen, and the experience
of sectors of our own society that have already chosen to change
their lifestyle and avoid the rush later carLallipontribute
both directions and cautions for our own forthcoming changes.

Any affluence that we can now maintain or achieve must
come about through prudent and frugal use and conservation of
our resources. It requires the development of new production
processes as well as educational, governmental, professibnal,
and other institutions that can operate successfully on the
sCale,and.the resources possible, can conserve and sustain our
irreplaceable resources, and can generate rather than consume
resources and wealth. And'most,importantly, irequires the
development of sufficient self- discipline to lime our numbers
:and our demands in order to maintain our way of life above the
subsistence level to which it must otherwise sink.

FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES IN OUR INSTITUTIONS ARE NECESSARY --/`

RESOURCE CRISIS OR NOT -- AND CAN OFFER US THE QUICKEST, LONGEST
LASTING, AND MOOT EFFECTIVE WAYS TO MOVE. TO A BETTER QUALITY ,OF
LIFE WHILE ADJUSTING TO THE NEW RESOURCE AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
WITH WHICH WE ARE FACED. .
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Harmful Seri;ants
Ever since its founding, the resources of our Ame ican

society have appeared so plentifdl that no reason. seeme
justified for restraint in their use, for concern about hat
would happen whenJ.hey were .exhausted, or consideration of the
pervasive effects of ,plentiful and inexpensive resources.on
seemingly remote and unrelated aspects of our society. The
effects of abundant resources upon the nature and operation of
our institutions are both all-pervasive and invisible because
thy have always been there. Our institutions -have all been
formed under conditions of 'plenty -- which accounts for their
success.under those conditions and have never before faced
even erious prospect'of operation under scarcity.

EVERY INSTITUTION IN OUR SOCIETY IS ORGANIZED.TO ENCOURAGE
AND FURTHER GROWTH, AND EVERY INSTITUTION HAS DEVELOPED PATTERNS
OF ORGAN-I-%/1TION AND OPERATION THAT REQUIRE UNAFFORDABLE QUANTITIES
OF'OUR1RESOURCES AND WEALTH. Our tax laws stimulatewgrowth of
dorporations-at the expente of individuals. Our monOtary
'regulations force growth. Our legal syster% permi, the instability
of contractural_relationships. Our constitution ensures rights,
but ignores concommittant,responsibilities. Our government
ignores responsibilities-for sustainingfpur biosystems. Our
schools teach consumption,and our cities demand it. We permit
public communications mediauto be conduits for private
advertisement,for furthdring -consumption. .

We only consume, and do not produce, wtei.le,learnIng.

Our building codes require Structural strength, electrical capacity;
thermal control, and lighting levels thqt are totally unnecessary.
Our rand use tktterns demand ever- increasing costs of transportation.

tr Our dietary consumption of sugar' demands.ever-increasing dental
services. Sugar is shipped from Hawaii to New York, placed in
paper wrappers, and seat back to Hawaii. Trucks carrying widgets
from New York to Los Angeles pass trucks carrying the same widgets
from LoS IXngeles to Net..7 York. Agriculture consumes energy
instead,of producing it.e It is all unsustainable.

With fossil fuels doing alMost all of our work, the effect
of inefficiency in our own work and our insttutions has been
relatively unnoticeable. TWe value of, ar\.d respectfor, human
work and skills is relatively small when energy slaves will do
our work for only towo percent of the cost of the human work.
As remaining fossil, fuels require more work to -obtain}, the relative
value of human work increases. As material costs increase, so does
the value of our immaterial retources, and the effectiveness of
all our institutions and processes becomes more and more_ important.

f
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If energy wealth has made the i efficiency of our institutions
temporarily'unimportanti mfr. measurem nt of our quality of life,
the effeCtiveness of our production, nd the progress of our
society through the single measure,,, t"Gross National PrOduct"
has given such inefficiencies th appearance of improving our
lives. The more we'must.,spend-fbr transportation, fbr, education,
or for medical services; the farthdk we must go foroil, wood,
and food; the more our GNP ,ggows, and the' more it appears that

o our quality of life is improved. This focus on prqduction has
effectively: ignored the reality that most production and
consumption is actually-the COST of replacing and maintaining
our stocks of "goods and.services rather than a measure of our
wealth. Even now less thak10. percent of our production goes
for increasing the stoqX$ o goods and services available to
-us"7-.the other 90 percent goes for maintaining and replacing our
existing ones:

.,4

.7

/
It. seems strange at first to say 'that' a smaller GNP,( or

less expenditure for transportation or' medical costs could
.improve our 'quality of life. Yet .we recog ize thatanYtrtne
we can eliminate a'need.forransportation we have to pend
less of our time, wor and income to pay or it and henever
we can maintain the sa quality Of medical serliiqeon Smaller
budget, we increase. our options on', how we can spend the/time or
income..,that otherwise would go-to supporting those services.
Satisfying our needs with the ld'ast expenditure of ,time, energy;
and dollais is only 'good common ,sense.

'EffortS have been made to determine the timetable for the
end of Our afOluence and the degree Of reduCtion in c it energy
and' wealth to which we must adjust. Such efforts are'largely
(impossible, beckause.factbrs" such as yolitical decisions, the
amounts of energy reserves that further,prospecting will discover,
technological developments in using renewable energy sources,
changing rates of population groWth, and possibilities of conomic

--Collapse as comOlexly interconnected systeinswind down ar all
crucial and unknowable in advance. 'Exact timetables anp levels. ,

are al§b relatively unimportant, because the directionality of-
events is what.isimportant, and that is fundamentally unchangeable.

.

We know that the minimum rate for changing things is the,.replacement
rate for present equipment and the rate necessary to maintain
employment. Any 'faster changes will be' to,our ongoing adVantage.
Most of the changes we must make are beneficial to our quality
of life whether or not reduction in bur wealth makes them
unavoidable at any particular time. Most of the changes are also
cumulative in effect -- the sooner we are able,to implement them,
the greater both .the short and longrun benefits. We only need
to. know that in, 10 or 15 year's 'ZO years at the-most, we will
be living in a world exteemely different fromltoday, and one that
will be extraordinarily difficult for us if we have not exerted
our fullest efforts in the interim to prepare for

10. N
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We have been told countless times that growth is necessary-

to the health and well-being of our economy and our society.
That asstiMption.is even truer than imagined. If we stop growing
and consuming, our whOle system WILL come apart. However, it is

tlso absolutely unavoidable that we: WILL stop 'growing, and that

e WILL have to consume less. The collapse, or'at leapt total
change, of our system is unavoidable, but.necessaty. It is

inherently unsustainable, and as such must be changed as"the
resources to support growth and high levels of resource use.becoMe
unavailable. Fundamental change-is required in our every action

and in every value that underlies those actions.

We have never paused to critically examine the nature and
effects of our institutions and impose ethical and moral-based
restraint on those that lessen the quality of our life, restrict
our competence and creativity, or which have negative effect'
on society as a, whole. 'Many of our institutions are,,basediort-
such wrong assumptions that they actually impair the basic \things'

they are supposed to achieve. Our transportation system, lor
example, is often claimed to be the finest in ,the ,world yet.- *c,

proves on analysis to be less effeCtive than societies where people

walk everywhere they go:

"The typical Americans devote more. than 1,600 1iours & year

to their car. They sit in it while it goes and while it

stands id ing. They park it and search for it'. They

earn the ney to put down on it and to meet the monthly
installme ts. They work,to pay for petrol, tolls,'
insu ce, taxes, and "tickets.""Thy sperid four of their
sixt en waking hours on the r8ad or gathering their resources
for /it. And this figure CIOS not, take into account,the
time consumed by otherivities'dictated by transpOrt:
time spent in hospitals, traffic courts, and,garages; tee
spent watching automobile commercials or attending consTimer
Wucation meetings to improve the quality of*the next buy. ,

The model American puts in .1,600 hours'to go 7,500 miles;
less than five miles per hour. In countries deprived of

a transporation industry, people manage to do the same,.
walking wherever.they 'want to go, and they allocate only

fri

three to eight percent of'-t eir society's energy and
monetary-5Udget to traffic in ead of 28 percent. What
distinguipl-ies the traffic in ri h countries from the traffic
in.poor countries is not more mileage per hour of life-time
for the majority, but more hotirs of compulsory consumption of
high doses of energy, packa d and unequally. distributed ."

by the transportation ind try."'

ENERGY AND EQUITY, 'Ivan 4lich
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Our institutions have become'c unterproductive --
producing less health,-,less transportation,,less learning, ess
justice while consal4in4 more energy, dollars, and time.
Educatiqn is required that is never used. Research is done for
marketing rather thanAproduct 'improvement.: More money is spentV%:,
"processing bills than the amount of the bills: More money is
spent administering welfare than is received by the,poor. Fpeways
use so much land*that'illaces are faether apart.and require
more freewaysto get to. Air conditioning makes'cities hotter,
necessitating more air conditioning. - 0-

1

...1The counterproductive nature of our ,institutionsnstitutiohs has arisen . If
from a mistaken belief, or hope, that individual responsibility --
within an 4nstitution, in supporting,, regulating 4pd using such
institutions,.and in avoiding dependence upon them t- !could be ,:1,-

replaced without harm by prp4zation, regulation;-;and eqiiipm..
,ent

It remains the responsibility of people within an institution
to use it as a means of heightening their ability to serve, /At
as an excuse to not serve. Assponsipility forJbeing aware of, the'

',effects caf,our actions from the redeiviring end -- shat it is like
to apply for a job or'unempioi,Ment, to be sick; toje in a
hospital, to need aid -- cannot be replaced by regulations.,

.

-Responsibility to perceive mis-.direction of institutions and the
pdwer to correct i"t cannot be replaced by-the most sophisticated
computer. Rsponsibility to gain the respect and support
fr'om ,ehote'lserved ca not be veplACed by any,prOgram organization.
Only individual resp6nsibility-dan maintain health instead Of
restoring it. Only indiAidual respongibility can result in
caring rather than care, and maishall the true 'resources needed
fOr'healing.4, Only individual responsibility can ensure that
we learn rather than are educated. A

o
a

Medicine, architecture, law, education,q, transportation,
social work, anti civil engineering 'have all followed the path of, , r
increasinglyprofessionalized, .thbre restricted', and less beneficial
application of their skills. -Our reactionbto their increasing .
damage and,faiqure fo'achieVe their purpose has been to escalate
their technological,'bureaucratit, and energetic grovth., Such

41t
fundameAtIly wrong assaptions can be ,c ntered on11716by

,dtprofessionalizing the social agencies,, e ting limits to their
operation, and reassuming individual responsibility for their purposes,6'

s,
4 is

Thespiraling costs of,repairing Institutional-caused
damage quickly becomes unaffordable Oven forsdcieties, with vast
resources. As resources become depleted onqa global stale, such

a practices will be tiotally,unaffordable and' cause institutional
crises and collapse. The wisest and least costly way'to,maintain
health and learning, control population and 4btain'tgoods must be
based on personal rather than institutional responsibility
for attions. When people pre prevented, frdM having viable option's

12



in satisfying their needs,institutions concerned with delivery
of any service'or goOds are effectively insulated ftom evaluation
and testing of both the validity of the assumptions involved and
the effectiveness of'the processes used.

When we have already been required to pay for,social security,
public schools, or our highway system; when tax advantages for
large corporation prevent viable competition from small businesses;
when union reguliations, puildipg Code's) and drug prescription
laWs prevd V entarnatives, we Can rarely either afford or'obtain
alternative means of satisfying our needs, and our consumption
of existing goods 04. services is,. 'for all.PracticalTurposes,
compulsory..

OLD-PROBLEMS

In determining our new directions, we must face.and resolve°
a number of Problems'we have long been,able to ignore.

Per capita wealth, and indeed, survival,. is almoV,t totally
tied to population size. With fixed or decreasing resources,
population control is absolutely necessary if our qualityot life '

.i4 not to, drop to a subsistence level_ The only humane way
to.controrpopulation and poverty without repressive centr41
-control is to restore, to people the responsibility and control of

liVes and their world, so they directly understand, and Are
affected by their ability and that of society to supportmore br
fewer children. ,This requires an absolute reversal of our present
trend towards insti&tpnalization of our -responsibilities'and
broadening institutional control over our lives.,

Tl-ade and other economic and social relationships with other
,regions and nations must'tbe"controlled to prevent our exploitation
-and loss of independence. "Free" trade is_only possible among ,
equals -- the work, of obr people cannot compete with the work of
fosSil fuels of other nations. 'Trade among unequals is exploitive,
as we4have longknOwn to.our benefit. Our resource depletionixill
leave us in a dependent and exploited trade relationship unless
we. are aware of the meaning of our changing resource realities,
and, ensure that our trade relationships are correspondingly',
regulated. Control of relationships is necessary to maintain.
independence and viability, 4uffer internal commerce against.
massive, external disruptiondl and prevent the exploitation'of
the work and livlihood of our people. Unrestrained trade also
makes control of political and.economic:systems lesspossible'and'.

,

makes control of exploitation of ecosystems vitt.114,tly impossible.
Localization of economic activity is.necessary to-reduce. costs,"regain
control of productive syttems,and make more effective use of our
resources. as well as to,maintain independence and freedortu
Dependence on trade result's in losS of -independence.'

5'
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Problems such as equity must now be'resolved. We have been
able to'avoid them through the 'assumption that increasing wealth
would soon solve everyone's problems -.:- that there-would be a
bigger pie toeshare and that everyone's absOlute share would
increase. That is no longer possible, and arguments for inequality
in wlth as necessary for investment and growth have lost their.
,force. It is hard to see how ethical appeals for equal shares -
an any longer be countered. Achieving equity pill require not
only redistribution of wealth but also redistribution of the
means for .producing wealth.

We must reduce our wants closer to our needs, which are but
a small fraction of our current demands ---and.become more aware
,of what is possible. Unless we can determine more accurately'
'hat possible at any time, and adjust our dreams anddemands
to that reality, increased frustration, damaging economic policy,
and problems of civic unrest and distruption can become overwhelming.

.Fewer resources, coupled with more wo,,rk and dollars necessary
to get, those remaining resources leaves substantially less to
operate'the rest of our society., All institutions must soon be
able to operate on a-small fraction of the energy and dollars
that have been available to theM. Conservation -- more efficient
use of energy and dollars in existing systems 7- can afford some
relief.' -Reduction in resource use on the order of 40% is both
necessary and possible thrc:Ah conservation., Without, fundamental
cha ges in our institutions, conservation alone is more,likely°

:

to estrict than improve odr quality of life in the process.

We have reached the point where the economics and logistics
of improvement of cur life quality through physical and institutional'
means have become less beneficial than through new values and
expanding individual responsibility and initiative.

New Values
Our ability to develop a culture that can endure beyond

our own lifetimes depends upon our coming to a new understanding
of what is desirablfor a harmonious arm sustainable relationship
with the systems-that support our lives..

STEWARDSHIP, not progress.
We ,have valued progress highly during our period of growth,

as we have known that changes were unav4Didable, and'have needed
an,orientation that could help us adjust to and assist those
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changes. Progress assumes .that the future-Will be better.--
which at _the same time creates-dissaiSfacti6n with the present
and(tells us that,NOW isn't as good. As a result, we are prompted
to work harder to get what the fUture can offer, but lose our
ability to enjoy what we noWhave.,. We also lose a sense' that wp
ourselves, and what we-have and dOu'are really good. We expect
the rewards_Sxoth what we do to come in the future rather than from
the doing al it, and then becOme frustrated When most of tPiose '

"dreams cannot be attained. ..The "future" alullays continues to lie
.in the future. Progress is really-a euphemism for alwais believing
that what we value and seek today is'4etter than what we valued
before or what anyone else has ever sought or valuedY

;Stewardship, in contrast to, progress, elicitSattentivJ
care and concern for,the present for understanding its na ure
and, for best developing; nurturing,.and protecting its possibilities:
Such actions unavoidably insure the best possible future-as a
byproduct of enjoyment and satisfaction from the present.

The government' of a society has a fundamental responsibility, .

which we have neglected,,for stewardship -7 particularly for .

the biophysical systems that support our society. It is the only
organ of society which canjprotect those systems and 11.-40-tect ,

future citizens of the society from loss of their needed resources,
through the prdfiteering of present citizens, The gOvernment's
fundamental obligation in this area is ti) prevent deterioration

s' in the support capacitieSof'the biophysical systems, maintain
in stable sand sound fashion their,ongping capabilities, and
whenever possible extend those capabilities in terms of quality
as well as quantity. Present and past, governments, and those
who have profited-frolli their actions, ,must be accountable for'
loss to present and future citizens and to the biophysical
system& themselves from their actions.

AUSTERITY, not affluence.
Austerity is a principle which does not,exclude all enjoyments,.

only those which are distracting from pr destructive of personal
relatedness. It is part of a more embracing virtue -- friendship
or joyfulness, -and arises from an awareness that things or tools
can destroy rather than enhance grace and joyfulness in personal
relations. Affluenc, in contrast, does not discriminate between
what is wise and useful.and what is merely possible. Affluence
demands impossible endless growth, both because those things
necessary for good relations are foregone for unnecessary things,
and because many of those unnecessary things4ct to damage or
destroy the good`relations'that we desire.
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PERMANENCE, not profit.
Profit, as a criteria of Perfoimance, must be replaced by

pe'rmanence in a world where irreplaceable,resources are in scarce.
supply, for prOfit always indicates their immediate use, destroying
any ability of a society,to sustain itself. The only way to.,place
lighter demands on material resources is to place heavier demadds
on moral resources. Permanence,as a )udge of the desirability-
of actions requires first that those actions contribute to
rather than lessen the 'continuing quality of the Society.
Permanence in no way eXcludes fair reward for one's work -- but
distinguishes the profit a person gains based on loss to others
from profit derived froili. person's work'or contribution to 'others.

RESPONSIBILITIES, not rights.
A.society -- or any relationship baSed on rights rather,

han responsibilities is possible only when the. actions involved
ale insignificant enought to not affect-others. Our pregent society
is based upon rights rather than responsibilities, and upon
competitive distrust and contractural relationshipS rather than-
upon the more complex and cooperative kinds of relationships
common in other cultures. These relationships have given us
the freedom to'very quickly extract. and use our material wealth,
settle a continent, and develop the structure 'of cities and
civilization.

0
Any enduring relationship, howeyer, must balancerights

with responsibilities to prevent'destruction of weaker or less
agressive yet essential, parts of relationships -- whether other
people, the biosphere that supports our lives, or.the various
parts of our.. own personalities.

..1Dlistrust or contractural relationships are the easiest to "
escape and the most expensive to maintain =-:'requiring the
development of elaborate and expensive lega4 and-financial
systems and cannot be the dominant form of relationship in
societies that do not have the surplus wealth to afford them.
Moral or ethically-based relationships; relationships based on
cooperation,-trust, and love; and the relationships encompassing
more than, just work, family, educational, recreational, or
spiritual parts of our lives are more rewarding and satisfying.
to the people involved. They are.also more stable in, their
contribution to society, vastly easier to-maintain, and harder
to disrupt. They have always been the most common kinds of
,relationships between people except under the extreme diarets of
war or growth.

PEOPLE, not professions.
Our wealth has made it possible for us to institutionalize

and professionalize many, of or individual responsibilities
a process which is inherently ineffective and more costly, which

16
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has proven destructive of individual kmpetence and confidence,
and which is affordable only when sign',ficant surplus of wealth
is available.

\to expensively trained
'vather than learning
\e to prevent health
',.ensive police protection
4ves. or with our neighbors.
.Irkers, lawyers, and
-4- the*. services even

'k!rewabtes
of the time

wealth that has
it will become

Autionalize, many of
sibility for them

We have been able to afford going
doctors for every small health problem,
rudiments.of medical skills or taking ca

.problems% We have been able to afford e
-rather than handling our problemsby_ours
We have established prOfessional w
educators.-- and required .that everyone u
for things we Could do ourselves and that
and expertise of the professionals. As th

, permitted this becomes less available to u
necessary .,to deprofessionalize and deinsti
'these services and again take primary resp
ourselves.

Our institutions have contributed to
and protecting us from the events of-our wo
handmade our lives easier'and more secure,
the continual testing that is part of the d
any natural System. It has also, by these
feel isolated, alienated;'and rightfully,fe

solating, buffering,
ld. This has on one
and freed us from
namic-interaction in
ery actions, made us
rful of not being .

able to meet those continued tests without the aid of our
cultural and technipl implementS.

Our lack of familiarity with all the natural prodesses of-
our world and uncertainty of our ability,to successfully interact
with them aided only by our own intuitive wisdom and skills
has enslaved us to those implements and 'degraded us. We can act'
confidently and with,intuitiVe rightness only when we aren't
afraid:. We can open ourselves to the living interaction that
makes our lives rewarding only when we cease to fear what we
can't affect. Fear is only unsureness,of our own abilities.

We have to take responsibility OURSELVES for our own lives,
Actions, health, and learning. We must also take responsibility
ourselves for our community and society,.. There is no Other way
to operate any aspect of our lives and society without creating
dictatorial power that destroys and prevents the unfolding of
human nature and that concentrates the ability to make errors
without corrective-input. No one else shares' our peiceptions'
and perspective on what is occuring and its rightness, wrongnegs,
or alternatiVes.' We are the only_ones who cam give that perspective
to the process of determining and directing the pattern of events.

Our institutions can be tools that serve us only When they
arise from and sustain the abilities of individuals and remain
controlled by them.

17.
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BETTERMENT, not biggerment.
Quantitative things, because of the ease of their measurement

by external means, have been soughtpAnd relied upon as measures
of success by our institutionally centered society. We are
learning the hard lesson that qua4tity is no substitute for
quality in our lives, that qualitAtive benefits cannot be externalized,
and that a society that wishes betterness rather than moreness;
and betterment rather than biggerment, must be organized to
allow individuals the scope for determining-and obtaining what
they themselves consider bett,r.._,

ENOUGHNESS, not moreness.
We are learning that too much of a good thing is-not a /

good thing, and that we would often be wiser to determine what
rs enough rather than how muChsis possible. When we can learn
to be satisfied with the least.necessary for happiness, we can
lighten our demands on ourselves, on others, and on our surroundings,
and make new things possible with what we have releaS.ed from
our covetousness. Our consumption ethic has preVented our
thinking about enoughness, in part out of of unemployment
problems Arising from' reducing our demands/ problems
are-only a result of'choice8 of energf;Is. employment-intensive
production processeS and arbitrary choic'/s we have made in the
patterns-of distributing the wealth of ur society -- both of,which
can be modified with little fundamenta difficulty. Our major
goal is to be happy with the least of rt,-- with the least
production of goods and services nec sary and with the greatest ,

opportunity to employ our time and s. good rather than for
survival. The fewer our wants, the greater our freedom from A
having to serve'them.

LOCALIZATION, not centralization.
Centralization, in all kinds of organization, is important -

during periods of growth When'ability to quickly marshall resources
and change and direct an organization is important. It is,
however, an expensive and ineffective means for dealing with
ongoing Operations when an excess of energy to, operate the system
is unavailable. As effectiveness in resolving problems on the
,scale and locationwhere theY occur becomes more important,
organization must move tc more localized and less institutionalized
days of operation. Even wit4-sufficient resources, the power
concentration of centralized systems overpowers the rights of
individuals, and haS proved to lead to inevitable deterioration
of Our quality of life.

The size and centralization of many of our,organizations has
nothing to do with even alleged economics or benefits of scale, and
actually often is associated with diseconomics of scale and
deterioration of quality of services. Size breeds size, even
where it is counterproductive. It is easiest for any organization"
to deal with others of the same scale and kind of organization,
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and to create pressu4/es.for othe(organizations to adapt their.

own mode of operation.;

EQUITIZATION, not urbanization.
Uncontrollable urbanization has accompanied industrialization

in every country where'it has occurred. The roots,of that
urbanization, which has occurred in spite of the desires of both
the people and the governments involved, has been twofold: the
destruction of traditional means of livelihood by energy slaves
and the market control of large corporations, and the unequal
availability of employment opportunities and educational, medical;
and other services. Neither of these conditions are necessary.
The inequity of services has resulted from conscious choices
to centralize and professionalize services rather than to manage
available resources in a way to ensure equal availability of
services in rural as"well as urban areas. The destruction of
traditional patterns of liylihood has been equally based on
conscious and unnecessary choices.

Equity' is not onlypossibl but is necessary to restore
choices of where and how one live . It is necessary to restore
'alternatives to our unaffordably co urban systems. It can

be achieved through introduction of appropriate technology;
through control of organization size; by equalizing income and
available wealth; by establishing equal access to learning
oppounities, health ca-re, justice, and other services; and
by agsuring everyone,te opportunity for meaningful work. It can
beHachieved by returning to indi1.7iduals the responsibility and
control of their lives, surroundings, and social, economic,
and political systems; by ensuring freedom to not consume
or depend upon any'systems other than'one's own abilities; and
by-encouraging the ownership of the tools of production by
the people who do the work, thus increasing the chances of
developing a balanced, affluent, and stable society.

WORK, not leisure.
We have considered work to be a negative thing -- that the

.sole function of work'was to produce goods and services. To
workers it has meant a lass of leisure, something to be minimized
while still maintaining income. To the employer it is simply
a cost of production,. also to be minimized. Yet work is one of

our greatest opportunities to contribute to the well-being of
ourselves and our community -- opportunity to utilize and develop

our skills and abilities; opportunity to overcome our self-centerednes
through joining with other Reople in common tasks, as well as
opportunity to produce the goods and services needed for a
dignified'existence. Properly appreciated, work stands in the same
relation to the higher faculties as food to the physical body.
It nourishes and enlivens us and urges us to produce the best of
which we are capable. It furnishes a medium through which to

19
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display our scale of values and develop our personality. To
strive'for leisure rather than work derlies that work and leisure
are complementary parts of the same living process, and cannot
be separated without destroying the joy of work, and the bliss
of leisure.

From this viewpoint work is sopething.essential to our
being -- something that can and ought to be meaningful, the

organization of which in ways which are boring, stultifying or
ne4ve-wracking is criminal. Opportunity for meaningful work rather
than merely a share of the products of work, needs to be assured
to every member of our society.

TO0I4S, not machines.
We need to regain the ability to distinguish between

technologies which aid and those which destroy our ability to
seek the ends we wish. We need .60 discriminate between what are ,

tools and what are machines. The choice of tools and what they do
is at_root both philosophical and Spiritual. Emory technology
has its own nature and its own effect upon the world around it.
Each arises from, and supports a particular view of our world.

A tool channels work and experiences through our faculties,,
allowing us to brihg to bear upOn them the full play of our nature --
to learn from the work and to infuse it with our purposes And our
dreams and to give the fullest possible opportunity for our
physical and mental faculties.to experience, experiment and grow.
A tool focuses Kerk sb that our energy and attention can be
fully employed to our chosen purposes.

Our culture has Nolued devices that are labor saving and
require little skill4to operate. By those very measures, such -
devices are machine5 which rob us of our opportunity to act,
experien e and grow, and to fill our surroundings with the
measure o -our growth. We need,skill-developing rathar than
labor-saving technologie.

4

INDEPENDENCE AND INTERDEPENDENCE

Many of the basic values Upon which we have tried to build bur
society have become weakened through the ways they have been
interpreted and face the prospect of further weakening through
the presSures inevitable in adapting our society to new conditions.

Independence cannot be maintained when we are dependent upon
other people or other nations -- as long as we are forced to work
on other's terms, to consume certain kinds of education to qualify
for work, to use automobiles because that kind of transportation.
system has made even walking dangerous or physically impossible;

2O.
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as long as we are dependent upon fossil fuels to operate our

society; as long as we must depend.upon resources other than

ourselves And the renewable resources of our surroundings; -we

cannot be independent.

We have also discovered through the power that our wealth

has given us that slavery is as enslaving for the master as for

the mastered -- by becoming'DEPENbENT upbn the abilities ef-

the slave, whether the slave is a human, animal, institututional
or energy slave, we -forego developing our own capabilities to be

self-suffi'cient.

In another sense total indepedence is never possible, for

that means-total power, which inevitably collides with the wants

and .power of others. We are also, in reality, dependent upon

the natural' systems that convert the sun's energy into the food

dpon'which we live. Totally independent individuals may have

freedom from organization,'but have no special value, no special

mission, no special -contribution and nonecessary role in the

energy flows and relaionshqps of a society that permits greater

things than are attainable as individuals. SuCh freedom results

in little respect or value for the individual. Our success

and survival on ttlisplanet also muSt recognize the total

.
interdependence that exists between us and the health, disease,

,wealth, happiness, anger,.and frustrations of the others with whom

we share this planet.

Two things are important. We must have the CAPABILITY for

self-sufficiency in order to have options, alternatives, self-

copfidence, and knowledge of how things are related and work and

to be able to lighten our demands on others. We must also have.

the ABILIT1 to contribute our 'special skills to the development

of interdependent relationships which,can behefit all. Trade,

as giving of surplus, of what is not.necessary,Nis the only

viable resolution o the interrelated problems of"independence,

interdependence end slavery.

As we begin to actually make changes, the things me come

to find of value care almost the opposite of what we Value today.

What contributes to stability and soundness and to valued

relationships is exactly what prevents and hinders disruption,

change, and growth -- which `haze, been both .necessary and desired

under the conditions we have until recently experienced.ip

Meaningful work localized econdMies, diversity and richness

of employment and community, an4 controllable, clever, human

centered technologies will becoie important. Common sense/and

intuition will be recognized again as more valuable than Krmies

of computers. Community will become more important thanlindividUaliS

and our 'present actions seen as unsupportably selfisy. Strong

roots and relationships will become more important than' mobility.

4.B.uildings and equipment with long life and lower total/costs rather

than low initial' costs will be favored. Cooperation Will be seen

2
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as more positive, wiser, and less costly than competition.
Skill-using will replace labor-saving. We will soon 'discover
that all our'present sciences and principles are not unbiased,"
but are built upon values promoting growth rather than stability,
and will need to be. modified when quantitative., growth is no
longer possible.

Appropriate Technology

a

Fearof technology is an understandable reaction 'to a
techetology that serves values antithetical to our well-being,
that destroys persohal capabilities and initiative, that.requires

.

unsustainable ,qbantities of resources, that degrades our surroundings,
and enriches the few at the expense of thd many., But such fears,
need to be qualified if we are to move on to new dreams.-
.Every 9ociety,develops a technology appropriate to it, and for
every dream there are techniquesythat make it_ attainable,
or unattainable. 'What is necessary for us is to replace our
presedt technology with one appropriate to our new dreams and
new conditions Appropriate, technology, in this sense, is not
merely a question of machines and tools, but of the nature of
all the organizational, conceptual, political, physical, and
spirit4a1 tools andtechniques which are brought into play by
our actions.

Continuation of present technologies is neither possible
nor desirable. The technologies themselves are proVing socially,

-environmentally, and Spiritually damaging,7and often uncontrollable.
The values they support are no longer desired, and their product

.

no lorer seen as the primary wants of our society. And alternative
technologies are available.

Technology appropriate for our4emerging needs must
the following requirements: 0\

* Provide full-employment anc meaningful work.

* Substitute human resources for energy and material ones.

* Operate'capably within the levels and patterns of activities
sustainable with renewable energy sources and material
recycling.

* Promote equity,.independence, soundness, stabilit
and other values appropriate to a sound and enduri

A

* Be easily applicable on a broad scale and to b t
urban and rural areas.

society.
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* Be affordable in terms of money, energy, materials, and
Human, environmental, and social costs.

.* Establish-a self- sustainingjand expanding reservoir of

skills and self-confidnece. a

* Permit easy control of,pOlitical, economic, and social:

systems.

* Establish a small enough scale of operations to permit
and contribute to social, economic, and environmental
diversity, stability, and control.

* Provide the best possible support for not only our material'
cothfort, but our psychological, cultural, and spiritual

* growth as well.

* Reduce economic, social, and political dependency
between individuals, between regions, and between nations.

Permit ownership of tile means of production} by El-lose

who do the work.
--*

Such technologies provide better responpes to our emerging

scarcities are fundamentally better ways of',doing things, and

are necessary to protect our freedoms and other basic values. 411'

They permit lower investment costs for good production, wider
potentials for entrepreneurship, and more appreciative attitudes
towards human skills and work.

Such technologies do, in fact, exist and have been widely
tested under stringent conditionS in many develloping countries
where resource limitations have always been severe ands social

questions of equity and distribution hiVe,not been avoidable by
assuming that plenty would soon be avaiiabl.e for all. 'Their even

greater value, when applied to overdeveloped countries, is
rapidly.being proven. Ironicailynough, this is_occuring in
places such as England, Canada, a d Japan where large scale,

energy and capital-intensive technologies ha0e been most
successful and have most clearly shown their shortcomings and
negative effects upon our quality of life.

Technologies that ensure emplo ment, independence, comfort,
and quality of life are the normal- tcote of almost any cultural

development. They have been disp ced by our oversized mechanized
systems because of the short-term availability of massive -

energy and material resources and our accompanying-assumptions-
concerning economics of scale-and the benefitS,Of-institutionalizatio
We have been willing unp.recedentedly large organizations

2 3,
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the freedom to prove their assertion that they are the best
possible avenue for improving our lives. The consequen ,.
energetic,/ economic,-and political power of large organizatiOns'
to secure advantages for themselves have given ose systemS the
appearance of being natural` outcomes bf econom activity
rather than the expensive, unsustainable, and amiging systems

%

.

Vie as umEitions upon ,which present pro on processes have
been built a no longet supportable:

that they are.

*c Meang of production that return the greatest short-run
profit are a better choice than ones that are -sustainable.

* Continuously increasing _capital-intensity of production
is both possible-and thebest waysof increasing production '
and minimizing costs.. /,

* Political 90 social effects of howWe-doi,things are
less important than the "economic"effects--, that
"efficient" production gives greater social benefit than
ways which cost mor5.c1V9ctly- but offer greater social

.

benefits and feWer'sociaI costs.

Our capacity to pUrchase.goods and services will continue
to increase.

Production. is the primary importance and role of work.

* Inequality of income, wealth, and control of production
and political processes is necessary for sound,business
operation.

Our assumptions that larger and larger scales' of organization
would prove more economical has been conclusively disproved
through more comprehensive accounting, practices (inclusion of
externalized and secondary costs, energy accounting, etc.) and ""

through the development of new and more appropriate small scale
technologies Over the last dozen years. Where economics of-scale

,ihave "existed, they have long ago been passed by the increasing..
Ld7e of.our induStrial and other orqanilations. This has cccnrted
because it 'ha's been more profitable (not efficient) to do So, .

because power is a-more central,goal of such organization than
economics, becauSe diseconomies.of worker morale, internal
organization, and energy useD,were not accounted for, and
because it has been possible to externalize or transfer costs

.

(such as pollution) to consumers and to the public at large.
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The profitability of large organizations hasjpeen fundamentally,
based upon centralization of profits, monopolistic market
pricing and contr 1, andtaxation and other legislative advantages
that the power o large.organization has obtain0 NOT
fulfillment of t eir purpose at least cost to society.

/ 0

TECHNOLOGY IS POLITICAL AS WELL AS ECONOMIC ,

, The implidations of the way we choose to do things'are
far wider and more significant than,the criteria of the dollar
cost of the immediate actions. Smaller scales and regional
autonomy i the ways we produce iour goods, make available our
'services nd control our social procesSes is possible. Such
teclnologyis necessary to our political and economic health

ri
-

for manyreasonsv

* it permits more knowledgeable meeting of local needs.
. .. ,

*, It prevents centrhization.of production and therefore
,

remoVal"of profit from the region.concerned, preserving
-greater equity in profit distribution and permitting full

.)
' benefits of work to remain within the community,.

* It allows the ability to buffer a region from effeCts of
Outside economic changes.

It increases the diversity, Stability,.and soundness
local 'employment opportunities and community life;

it maintains comprehendible and Controllable scale of
activities,'-organiiation, and mistakes.

* It permits people to,zetain responsibility for tithe

social, political, economic, and physical. environment
where they live, and.the.power to meet ghat responsibility
7- which cannot occur where there is political', economic;
or financial dependence on others or control by'others.

It allows more economical operation through minimizing
transportation, allowing greater interaction of local'
industry, and permitting greater use of local resources.

* It allows morel people to-be employed directly in production
rather than in secondary services, thtis ,perpatting
fuller enplo m nt-an&-moTevtable-operation under conditions_ to r reSource'availability.

* It makes unnecessary many expensive_or-unnAIIiEfeiinance,
transportation, educAtion ising, management, and
energy

25
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SMALL',IS BEAUTIFUL,

,

b Even bef ore,theAenergy-costs of transportation and operation
bec#me an impOr.tant aspect-of patterns of production, the realization
that smaller scale of operation was often more .effective than
large ,.ones was.becoming apparent. When forced Several year's ago'
to design small-scald oil, refineries for:oil,proaucing nations,
't'he U.S.-petroleum industry was surprised to.discover that small.P
refineries could act'u'ally operate less

o
expensively than large.

ones.

It has now been repTatedly demonstrated that; given competent*
engineeriqg deSign, Capital-to=outpat rs.'tioS of,present facilities
can quite ,Commonly be equalled or iMproved by mini-plants
that have often only one or.tyo percent-of what has previouily been
considered minimum economic capacity,yet* which substantially
,increase-employmerit'opportunitieS. In:othercases,i'mudh of thg,
real efficiendy of large organization.tas'been its ability bpi*
apply inexpensye energy4O do our'work, ib't ye now have technologies
"''that permit. equally effective useaof energy iW small applicatioris.
As energy becomes lesS available/economfc benefitS of small -

industry become much greater,than large, .industry becauSe 'of less
need for transpOrtation and greater ability to substitute
human resources for energy on

' .t,

Egg carton plants with a capacity of less than one percent
of previous economic minimums:are now in operation. Other°,
mini-plants have been despgned for'produdiAg wood particle board-
with a capacity of 61/2 tans per day as oppo,ed to accepted minimums.

-4of 1000 tons per 'day. More than 500 small scale sugar produgtion
d

a,fbriner siee of
fer four times the

employment' an0cost only one 7fourth-as MUch.per ton as larger
mills. Thec%lso reduce transPortatiRn needs'and impart greater
diversity and strength to local economies.

1.

plants have been set up in India, Pakistan4
produce,only 100 tons "per" day, as. opposed t

. more than a=thousand tons per day. They

SMalrl scale brick plants, foundaries, and many other types,
of production facilities have been developed.tfor application-in
both deceloping and overdeveloped countries Small scale total' .

energy -systems mbich'use the heat.wasted in electric power generatjon
for process and space heating are proving greatly more effective

. than-large'scale electric generation systems.

In mgny cases.we have also been reminded that our n dp,can %.
bd met much more effectively merely by elimination of self-indulgent
demands. Very good high quality soap'can be produced inexpensively
by 'small scale processes. It is only' when we demand .perfumed
Soap,that complex,expensivje, and large scale production is

.
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necessary/. Perfumed soap requires the 'removal of the glycerine --
,

.a complex and expenStvp process. Otherwise, the glycerine
evaporates, taking with it the scent. 'Without perfuming soap,
it .can be produced on a much smaller scale, and much less
expensively.

The aindamental reason we need and'use so much energy and
complex technology is that we have developed patterns of production
and use which are indirect, roundabout, ine*ficient, and
untrustworthy. -Much of the true cost of production is,necessary
only because production is,divorced from the user. When we examine
the costs involved in-Standardizationxand regulation of products,
shipping, preservation,'packaging, management, advertising,
buildings and equipment, and employee commuting, we can see
why lower technical costs of production are often more than
offset by higher secondary costs.

The weight of a loaf of bread is totally unimportant if

you make it yourself - -"ou are going to eat it by*the mouthful,
not by the pound, Yet expensive weighing machines are necessary
in Commercial bread production,Apecause the interest there is not
eating bread but maximizing profit -= you musty give people what
they. have paid for, but you don't want to -give them-the least
bit more than that.. Advertising is unnecessary if,you know the
people you Are buying things from, but forMs a major part of the
total production costs in present processes.

Even when lower direct costs exist, they are not always to

our,adv. tage. Over-efficient tools can upset the relationship
between what we need to db by ourselves and what we need to
obtain ready -made from others. They can also, in 044r own use,
-produce more,\output at thecost of less benefit to Lisin terms

of skills and\satisfaction gained,. and opportunity to use our
abilities Rrodluctively.

Developments in appropriate technology have, so far clearly'
demonstrated that great enlargement of human abilities can be
achieved at low cost and with simple-yet.ingenious and well-designed
tools that remove the drudgery but not the skill from work.'
It has also shown that simplification of Unnecessarily roundabout
and complex ways of production are possible and can offer affordable,
controllable, and sustainable ways-of doing 'things.

Simplified, low-energy clothes washing Machines and spin-

dryers have been developed. Hand operated washing machines are in
production to sell for less than $1: Hand tractors for farmers,'
electric mortise drills for carpenters, bicycle ambulances,
Water conserving flush toiletst domestic soar water.hepters,-
and low-energy yet more nutritious fast food resto.urants only
suggest the range of low cost, low energy; and easyto use tools
and appliances that have been developed in the last twenty years.

'Even some of our present Complex devices fit the definition of
appropria tools -- telephones and sewing machines are good
examples.
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Appropriate, technology implies the adoption of people-
intensive tools, but not the regression to inefficient tools.
It requires a considerable reduction of_all kinds of now
compulsory use of goods and services, but not the elimination of
teaching, guidance, healing, or manufacture for which individuals
take personal responsibility.

k

Serving Whom ?
The assumptions on which we have developed our professional

°services are equally u supportable under our emerging conditions as
-sue those upon which our i dustrial production operates.

We have 'never faced inherent limitations in providing
services to people or in'p ing them the fullest opportunities
for good health, legal.protection, learning, and material
well-being. We have felt that, given time, we would prOduce
enough doctors, hospitals, schools,,and.lawyerd to be able to
give everyone any needed and desifed medical care, education,, and.
other services. We could assume that we had the resources and
that'it was only a question of m ;king them available. Such
assumptions ignore'nowboth our resource limitations and the
dynamics of professional practice. The resources don't exist-
for unlimited services, while for any leloWt of health or education
made available 'to rural areas, another higher one is added to
urban areas to develop "new frontiers" -- maintaining or
exacerbating the inequity.

Equity is impossible when-aXways limited resources are
allocated to provide the "BEST" services rather than the broadest
and most widely meeded. The best invariably requires relativelk
capital intensive services, more exotic equipment and higher

. trained personnel, and inevitably leads to centralization and
to the availability of'services going to the urban, the rich,
and the more powerful. The "BEST" is never possible forneVeryRne.
Skills, equipment,- and techniques are inherently limited, with
some people able to contribute much more than others. Combined
with unequal ability of people to pay, for services r-/Vast'
disparity in actual availability of affordable services is inevitable.
Most equitable service requires allodation of resources in-terms
of benefit to society rather than to the prof sions, and

%

expansion.of service frontiers which can pro ide more widespread-
benefit to society rather than expansion of e otic research
frantieks'such as organ transplants and sex changes which can
only be of benefit to a few.
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Exclusive"professional" standards are harmful to both the

professionals and to their clients. Professionals must spend
most of their time doing routine things that make poor use of
their skills, while clients cannot obtain or afford the expense
Of "professional" skills for routine needs. Levels of service
result that are higher than.needed in most cases and higher

-than can be delivered to' the entire communiti. ProfesSiotal.s
inherently place greater importance on their skilld'th-an on

others with which they are less familier,.endrWhen allowed to
establish, professional standards theniselves "unavoidably demand
higher standards than would a viewpoint realizing the many needs
and limited resources of most people. Such, standards also result
in training costs as well-as salaries of professionals being
sdbstantially higher than necessary to deliver services. They

lead to restr 'ting rather than disIseminating.skills and prevent

everyone from learning the skills to take care of their own'needs.

Basing responsibility for health, learning and other services
outside the individual inherently multiplies the yosts,of
maintaining any level of performance. Individuals then have no
incentive to maintain health, to learn, or to prevent problems --

and no skills to do so. Any profession or service based'on
assuming.a responsibility.thit must remain with the-individual
will inherently fail. It will be unable to fulfill such
responsibilities and efforts to db so will'be cotm, unaffordably

expensive.
.

Experience in stringent conditions of developing countrieS,

. where extremely limited resources h ve had to be taken as agiven
has produced bepefits..for professiior 11 services similar to the
introduttion of appropriate technology-to production processes.
Resources are allocated to programs with the greatest'gocial
benefits, such as public health and sanitation measures which

-have produced mortality statistics better than those of our own
immensely richer country. Medical, legal and educational progtams

based on community and village clinics, self-help schools,

0 and "one -teach -one" programs have permitted professions to
disseminate their skills to the greatest number of people --
raising the range and reservoir of skills in every individual and
in'society as a whole and making skills most easily availab,le

. .

to everyone.

oThe advances in medical care in China in recent years is
legendary in demonstrating. the great advances that are possible.

"Barefoot doctors" local people triained in first aid and
elementary medical skills -- have made basic services available'in
ever village and hamlet. Paraprofessionals have been trained
in rarge numbers to handle routine medical problems and to take
care of innoculations, birth control services, "and public health

2 9 .
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measures. Widesprdad educational campaigns/have been conducted
to raise everyone's awareness of general/problems and enlist
their aid in elithinating problems such as VD, TB, and various
endemic diseases. Urban based doctoreand other techniCians
have been required to spend part ofyeach year in rural areas
loprning of the people's actual reds, spreading their skills,
and training medical practieione rs.

Distinctions were made early betweeh technical efficiency
and social cost -- between what conditions for operating would
provide the doctor with the easiest job and the -greatest assurance
of good performance, and the costs of such provisions to society
and to individuals who had to pa for, build, operate, and travel

expensive urban hospitals.

Both traditional Chinese herbal and preventive medicine and
WeStern curativ_medicine have been `'employed and taught, and
both scrutinized to determine their benefits and shortcomings.
The synthesis of the various medical traditions, particulatly in
areas such as healing broken bones, treating burns, and ,

anesthesia, has proven far better tha'n either previous tradition,
and has resulted in the development of an equitable and adequate 4
medigal care program on a larger scale, with a speed, and at a
lower,cost than ever befor6 achieved -- to say nothing of resolving
problems such as VD which our medical profession has proven
powerless to affect.

4

Similar potentials exist in all our professional services
for permitting dramatic improvement in the level and equity of .

services available to people; developing greater self-reliance
and knowledge of the general population, achieving better use
of time and skills of professionals, and substanLally reducing
costs -- through careful' resource allocation, deprofessionalization,
and educatidn. Totally self - supporting schOols, prisons, and
armies exist in several countries -- they grow their own food,
build their buildings, make their tools and weapons, grow their
own mediCinal herbs, and Often give to local communities rather
than being supported by them'.

These, approaches have been so much more successful than
application of our traditional technologies that countries such
as China, Tanzania, Pakistan, and Indonesia have rejected
"Western technology" and are firmly basing their development
on more appropriate, low,impact, and people-centered technology.
Many other countries in both "developing" and "overdeveloped"
areas are now developing such programs. Local programs have
recently been established in every county of England, and are
being established. in Canada and the U.S.
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Big Things Are Paper -Tigers
The changesnecessary-to refocus our society into ways that

are sustainable and beneficial can be significantly affected by
our individual actions. They are based upon four interrelated
concerns:

RESOURCES: Conservatioqof scarce energy and material
resources, wiser use of human and renewable ones.

SCALE: Adjustment to the r,Dallest viable scales of
organization and a'6tivity.

31
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CONTROL: Reduction of complexity and capital costs
of systems.

WISDOM: Sustainable values, less vio lent processes,
meaningful goals! new means 'of evaluating tools
and institutions so that we might determine and
employ only ones that extend and deepen our
own capabilities and experiences and unify'
them with those of others and with our surroundings.

INDIVIDUAL ACTIONS:

* Cut down your consumption and thus the demands you make.
''on our systems that.give justification for further growth.
Eliminate waste. Reuse and recycle.

Ensure that your expenditutes haviiiaximum usefulnes
purchase tool8 not TVs, sweaters not lingerie, insulation
rather than air conditioning.

* Minimize your consumption of services '(walk to wark)and
establish arta support kitternativeS ana non - institutions
(buying co=ops,, alternative schools) .

Congider-What you support with your purchasing power.
Buy locally and from local producers. Boycott chain
stores and franchises that reduce Local initiative and
remove resources from your, community.

1

* Make your feelings known where you purchase things
about lack of choices, kinds of choices available,,
and your interest in what is NOT available.

0

* Examine what you do for its contribution.to society.,
Is whatyou produce a luxUry or does it fulfill a
real-need? Will' what you do be affordable' when we are
less wealthy? Move towards more useful and secure
kinds of work.

* Contribute to_Rublic,actions -- consumer, neighborhood,
public, interest action, and governmental.groups to, regain,
local and individUal rights and responsibilities,'

*" Use your pOwer at the ballot to prevent and end4funding
for'over-expensive institutions (schools, sewer and
highway construction).

* Learn about unethical practices in bUsiness, government,
and professions, and assist actions to rectify.
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* Contribute your specific knowledge of harmful practices
where you work to public attempts to expose and rectify

bad practices.

* Pressure local financial institutions to give preferential
loans to local and small scale operations instead of large
outside corporations (after all, it is OUR money).

* Get out of debt. All individual and public credit
purchasing is based on the assumption that we will
have more resources available in the future with which

to repay debts. We know now that we will have LESS
resources with which to repay debts, making repayment,
increasingly burdensome.

* TRY THINGS. Any proposal for changes can be met with
a thousand reasons why it might not work. Most such
questions can only be answered by trying it. One experiment
is worth a thousand buts.

COMMUNITY ACTIONS:

* Examine land',use policies and practices f'Or sustainability
and future committment of resource use.

Evaluate proposed capital improvements in terms of their
committment of future energy and monetary expenditure
for operation, and in terms of sustainability of the

activities supported.'

* Develop growth control policies to ensure viable patterns
and levels of land, use, activities, and population.

* Move water, sewage, waste recycling, and other community
services to.more employment intensive, low-capital,flow
energy operation:.

* Develop neighborhood-based, deinstitutionalize community,

services, cooperatives, car-pools, 'home,indus ry.'
- .

* Take necessary actions to move community onomic
.employment-base to stable, diverse, and ound patterns

oand eliminate dependgnce on "luxury" i ustry./
iv

* Regulate scale rid outside ownersh'iof busines and

industry to in cease opportunity or local initi tive,

keep benefit of work within t community, and'r ain

control of, e nature of wor
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*. Develop playis for progressive reduction in cdmmunity
expenditures to decrease strain on taxpayers and to
encourage the community to seek more effective ways
of obtaining services.

4, Educate. 'Spread the word about what is happening and
develop ways for people to, gain the skills necessary to
best cope with required changes..

PROFESSIONAL ACTIONS:

*' Develop paraprofessional1programs and public-self-help
programs. Make training "productive" rather than a6ademic.

* Simplify procedures to eliminate unnecessary professional
activity (do-it-yourself divorce and wills, simple burial,
owner-built housing).

Develop preventive programs to minimize need for. curative
services.

* Modify focus and goals of services to more socially
beneficial and equitable ones.,

* Speak out as individual's on inadequacies of-profeSions
in0ealing with problems (sugar and dental problems,
failure to handle VD epidemics, imitation foods, radiation
and safety-problems of nuclear eneigy, repeating
criminal offenders). //

//
.

.
//

Refoc s research programs towards service effectiveness
/

local zed ,and individUal-initiated actions, and labOr
and s illintensive instead of capital and resource
intensive processes. ,/'

Make public the finances and operations of professions.

INDUSTRIAL ACTIONS: ,

.
.

* Realize that amounts of ,production will be less i .the`
..

future arid fewer luxUries will be affordable. Mixt ize
new investment and revise-expec tions-fOr -duration o

N,
present activities.

* Move,to employmentintensivev capital and enegy'
conserving process,es_ Minimize new cipital ex enditures.

.o . ..
s* Ensure,adequate stocks and inventories to dampen effects

of,stoppages and interAiptioris of Supplies. \
,
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*, Move towards production of new kinds of products --
more durable, more essential, more useful.

* Develop more localized'ad smaller scale production
and minimize transporatj!on needs. Develop plans for
mini-production plants. %

* Make finances and operation public to improye community
understanding.,

,

* Get out of "debt.

UNION ACTIONS:

/
* Useown funds and p essure on local funds (b for

setting up members'in small co-op businesses. C nve
unions from anti-co porate operation to wor ex sso ations
and take action to ards,owners4p of means,of: p oduction
by the people doi g the work. // _

Demand illeaningf I work, employment-intensive .4/1/nology,"'°
t

'_local control, and p/tih'er practices that/ improve co unity
II-Le quality of union members. l. ,

/

* /Expose 1.--laiiiful-cOrporatepractices.
.4 A

* Use political pressure to get tax laws revised and
corporate loopholes removed.

EDUCATIONAL ACTION:

14,

,

* Move educational institutions towards greater self-
sufficiency and ldssen their financial arX service
demands on the.rest of society.

* Learn.through real doing-rattier than academi.c exercises.
Produce things of Value while .1earning.. Develop
meaningful apprentide rather than insulated academic
programs.

,,* Convert' to operate g-approaches that minimize need,for
\Nbuildincis and equip enf, as Philadelphia's Parkway

School or Montreal's'Metro Program have done.

* Disseminate rather than regulate professional skills and
knowledge.

-Replace formal education requirements for employmentwith.
°experience and, capability requirements. 9 I
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INSTITUTIONAL ACTIONS:

* Direct effort's towards useful skills, kno4edge,
operation, and education for changes.

* Develop ways of operatinOthat maximize indiyidual
respOnsibility.

* Become self-sufficient -- reduce funding requests_by
I1-0% per year. Give 'to the community rather7-EE-an
supported by it.

r.

* ReduceRe dependence of people on institutions.

Disseminate/ and 4-i\nstitutLonalize service.

* Make lic finances-and erations.

AGRICULTURAL4CTIONS3
o

* Move towards independence of fossil f -fertilizerts,

A

* Convert to use f non - hybrid, non-fertilizer dePhdent
seed stocIs.

* .!Wouild soil for sustainable operation without chemical
ertiliZers. Develop sewage nutl.ient recycling programs. NN,

* Develop'localmarke.ting, equipment co-ops,c,organic
4certificatiOn programs.

.irrigation, posticides.

Develop community ,harvest, U-pick programs.

* Develop better coordination of school and other
institutional rhythms with farm work needs/

* :Get free from debt an financial control of agri-suppliers.

, L
POLITICAL ACTIO1IS: I°

r .

-,.. k o . 7"
* Repeal pr sent-discriminatory.legislatin favoring large

'

organizati ns; reforiii-tax laws, invert bank "prime borrower"
regulations to faVor small, local .investments,'"Prohibit
inter1ockin4,4irectorates. Prohibit holding companies.
Require,that'eniployees be given options on purchase of

Ndivested\buinesses for Operation as 'co -ops.

* Regulate relationships with other regions, Prevent
import of outside industry (import techniques only), and

1,1
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import of products that can be made satisfactorily-
within the region.

Favor local industry,,by techniques such as estabshing\
ailea y tax on.all sales while eliminating or ree cipg
stat corporate inco, e tax or property tax, thu redUc
,dom tic production osts,relative to imported oods.

Im rove ,smfall sbusines'research,,in rmation, aid,
/

s rVices, networks, access catalogs, certifi ation
ality. \

* Reduy ce funding to large public institution -Requir
greateN,self-suf iciency.

* Remove'sUksi es to large organiz lo and make true
costs of acs ohs. (goverftmentalairline/su sidies, tax

/.
writeoffs, vertising, Tollution) known 'to he public.

* Tax'ene gy and material use and adopt.progressivepower,
rate s ructu4es to encourage substitution of human kills

for ergy uSe..-

* Eliminate use of public me la for advertising to
promote private consumptio'h and private gain. Eliminate
advertising on TV, nadio, billboards, busses,'etc.

"---,:Develop community TV, pay TV; etc.

* Tax vate advertisement other than classified advertisement,
whid

ri
romotes consumption, waste of resources,

degradation of surroundings,' dissatisfaction and increased
wants, and increases the market power of large corporations':

These changes muslt andc'an be made ourselves -- through our
consumption, work,and living patterns; through our community and
political activity; and through our community, state, and
regional government. We cannot expedt large scale government,
business, or other organizations to make these changes for us,'
-for it wduld,require tham to perceive themselves as harmful to
society and require their yielding enormous power and wealth.
The trend towards smaller scale of organization implicit in
resource scarcity requires that- such Smaller organization
ASSUME their authority and DEMONSTRATE their ability and
rightness through appropriate actions,

This is already happening:
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DIGGING'DEEPER
O

The following sources can expand on the" reasons aria means
foejmplemerkting'beneficial adjustment6"to our new resource realities:

BECOMING SLAVES TO ENERGY:

'World Energy Strategies' Amory Lovins. A brief but clear
overview. of our energy resource futureS. A-V-Aflaiole from

Friends of. the Earth.

"Mining and Materials' Policy", SCIENCE, 18 January 1974':
Overview of depletion schedules for domestic and global
material resources. There's already enough. mined to
operate any sane planet for hundreds of years. Perhaps
we should shutdown all mines now and leaFn to live with
what we have.

HARMFUL SERVANTS:

"The Multi-Natidnal Corporations", Richard Barnet and Ronald
Muller. The NEW YORKER, 2 and 9 December 1974. 'Excellent.
analysis of the. claimed and actual effects of large scale
organizations on our. societies.

ry

TOOLS FOR CONVIVIALITY;\ Ivan IIIich,..NPrdbably the Clearest
overview of our need ipr changes a the framework within\
which change\ can best occur.

NEW VALUES`:

"The Strategy of Ecosystem. Development", Eugene Odum.
'SCIENCE, April 18, 1969. Exploration of the principles
and operation of ecosystems under conditions of growth,
steady-state, and contracting energy conditions.
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ENVIRONMENT, VOWER, AND SOCIETY, H.T. blam. Difficult but
powerful analysis of the'principles, relating-energy
and social operations.

THE INDIAN,CRAFTSMAN1 Ananda Coomaraswamyi' Sensitive and
perceptive study of the meaning and value of work in a
traditional society.

'FIRE IN THE LAKE, Frances Fitzgerald. The culit47,\.
interfacing, of the traditional Vietnamese,m6ffern,
Communist, and out own American societies in Vietnam.- '17

Very perceptive views of the fundamentally diffetent
base from which three cultures arise, act, and affect ./ // -2

/0
their people.

FANSHEN, William Hinton. A study of .one of the 50 experimental
villages on which the Chinese have tested their new
policies before enacting them on a nationalslever..
Revealing documentation of the changes in a village
during land distribution and establishment of democratic

lioveinment.

AWAY WITH ALL PESTS, J.S. Horn. A British doctor in China
during the 1950's. Probably the best book available to
give a feeling for the revolutions in Chinese medicine
and the effects on the people involved.

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN PRIMER, "Living Lightly": and other if..

papers, Tom Bender. Explorations of changes in attitudes,
ways of working, and of making changes related to our
emerging conditions.

,,,

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY:
A

SMALL IS gEAUTIFUL,.E.F. Schumacher. Our soundest

basis for making changes in our present production"

and consumption patterns.
--- ,

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY and other publications of the
Inttinediate TechnolO Development Group (I.T.D.G.)
in England; and public tions of Low-Impact Technology,
V.I.T.A.., New Alche0y, etc. Current developments in
applied changes.

I

SERVING WHOM?:,

-V.

'PAEDIATRIC PRIORITIES IN THE DEVELOPING WORLD, David Morley.
Careful doctimentation of the°effectiveness of innovative.
health services in developing countries.

3 9
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HEALTH MANPOWER AND-THE MEDICAL AUXILIARY, I.T.D.G. -

Good study of the principles of organizing egaitable
health services under conditions of. scarcity. 4

ItiENER Y AND EQUITY and THE NEMESIS OF M DICINE, Ivan Illich.
er probes into particular- tounte roductkVe

institutions.

BIG THINGS ARE PAlER TIGERS:

"Nays aad,Means", Lane deMoll. Community actions for
adjusting to emerging resource conditions.
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